Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Effect of multipath fading and its countermeasures for radio communication systems have been of interest for a long time. In recent years, using signal processing array antennas both at the access point (or base station) and user terminals, MIMO (multi-Input Multi-Output) has popular research field of next-generation mobile communication systems. The increase of system capacity without increasing the transmission power or frequency bandwidth has made the MIMO system unique and efficient in data transmission. Figure 1 shows recent trend of MIMO researches which were started from wireless LAN application (IEEE 802.11n), and are now towards new applications such as WiMAX and IMTadvanced cellular systems. We introduce such technologies focused on our study results. 
II. MIMO CHANNEL MODELING
A. MIMO H , while E t is that for A H A. The MIMO system possesses M 0 number of independent virtual channels, and each channel has a power gain of i . Those eigenvalues of the correlation matrix vary according to the change of fading with time and frequency. Since MIMO scheme is characterized by advanced diversity function, various diversity branches not only for multiple antennas but also for polarization, frequency slots and so on can be utilized. As was reported in [1] and will be introduced later, use of dual polarizations or triple polarizations in place of single polarization array might be promising for realizing compact-size MIMO systems.
B. Statistical Distribution of Eigenvalue:
-An Approximated ApproachAlthough a number of theoretical analysis for obtaining probability density function (PDF) of eigenvalues have been carried out so far [2] , [3] , obtained formulae are not easy to use practically even in the case of i.i.d Rayleigh fading MIMO channel, particularly for larger values of M and N. For this purpose, an approximated approach based on the two interesting natures on MIMO channel statistics has been tried [4] . The natures are: e e H r ,i t,i i = 1 M 0 1) Diversity order of i-th eigenvalue for NxM MIMO system agrees very well with (M-i+1) (N-i+1). This means that each PDF of i follows a Gamma distribution or -square distribution with freedom of 2(M-i+1)(N-i+1).
2) The ratio between averaged value of i-th eigenvalue and (i+1)-th eigenvalue for NxM MIMO and the ratio between averaged value of (i-1)-th eigenvalue and i-th eigenvalue for (N-1)x(M-1) MIMO have nearly the same value, namely,
>. Considering that 3) the total sum of the eigenvalues for NxM MIMO is NM, and 4) an accurate calculation formula for the averaged value of the largest eigenvalue is available, the PDFs for indivisual eigenvalues can be calculated using the following formula. (2) where (3) (4) with (5) (NM<250) (6) where is a gamma function. Results of computer simulation identified that all eigenvalues for MIMO with N<5 and M<5 calculated by the above equations give sufficient accuracy for practical use. In the case of i of smaller than 5, the high accuracy is still maintained at least up to N=M=8. The nature mentioned above is shown in Fig. 2 . 
C. Multi-keyhole Model
As expected, MIMO can realize a high capacity system in multipath-rich environment. In order to extend such a high capacity service to an isolated area, MIMO repeater system will be promising [5] as shown in Fig. 3 . Assuming that effect of thermal noise at the repeater site is negligible, the overall channel response matrix is given by A = A r A t (7) where A r is NxK channel matrix while A t is KxM one. Since each repeater antenna acts as a keyhole effect, we call this model "multi-keyhole model". It seems not easy to obtain a general formula to calculate the PDF of the individual eigenvalues. In our approximated approach similar to the model given in Eq. (2), the following formula for the largest eigenvalue estimation is obtained for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment [6] . (8) where K |M-N| is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and of |M-N| order. The parameter is the average value of 1 , and L is given as a function of M, N, and K which is given by an Even so, a number of cases having large delay spread beyond that expected have also been reported in indoor environments surrounded by walls of metallic materials and in mobile communications. Even in these cases, if a sufficiently long guard interval that can withstand anticipated delay spreading is appended, perfect elimination of ISI and ICI can be maintained. However, in the future systems, with increasing carrier frequency and vehicular speed for outdoor operation, two different propagation factors, namely, large delay spread beyond the guard interval and large Doppler spread will cause difficulty for selecting appropriate OFDM parameter values in the system designing. Figure 4 shows the necessary conditions among two propagation factors and OFDM parameters. The condition is given by, Fig. 5 BER characteristics of OFDM with DQPSK where the delay spreading range exceeds the guard interval where is delay spread, T GI is guard interval, T s is effective OFDM symbol period, and T f is a fading period defined by 1/f D (f D : maximum Doppler frequency). Assuming an outdoor operation where the delay spread is 2 s, T GI must be larger than 10 s. On the other hand, when the frequency is 5GHz and vehicular speed is 100 km/h or more, T f will reach 2ms which requests T s of shorter than 20 s. Due to these incompatible demands, it seems difficult to keep high efficiency for next-generation mobile cellular systems. Fig. 4 The necessary conditions among two propagation factors and OFDM parameters The propagation channel model for OFDM where delay spreading width exceeds the guard interval has been developed in Ref. [7] . A calculation result based on the ETP model is shown in Fig.5 . Floor value of BER due to ISI (with ICI) can be seen clearly when delay spreading width exceeds the guard interval. [8] . Since thermal noise is not included in the calculation, the generated errors are due to ISI and ICI only. It is clear from Fig. 6  (a)-(d) that the occurrence of these errors is concentrated at the sub-channels in which the received power is low. This is attributed to the fact that the frequency characteristics vary greatly in these points, thus enhancing the waveform distortion.
Maximal ratio combining is a wellestablished combining scheme in which the received power is maximized (i.e., the SNR for constant noise power is maximized). It is expected that the errors due to ISI will be reduced significantly by applying this scheme. In Fig. 6 (e), the received power changes less, owing to the diversity effects in the MIMO configuration. The transmission error is also reduced. Thus the MIMO configuration is promising, since it is more robust to ISI than the SISO configuration. (Errors shown in the figure are not due to thermal noise but due to ISI.)
IV. COMPACT ANTENNA UTILIZING MULTIPLE POLARIZATIONS
In order to realize a compact antenna for MIMO systems, we have proposed a triplepolarization antenna which is composed of a dual polarized (V, H) circular patch antenna and a monopole (Z) on the patch. Figure 7 shows the basic configuration of the antenna [1] . Since this antenna has three branches (namely, V, H, and Z), it can be used as a 3x3 MIMO system where high capacity communication can be expected in the case of multipath-rich environment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Several topics concerning antennas and propagation related MIMO technologies particularly studied in our laboratory were introduced.
Finally, a concept of flexible MIMO system named MIMO software antenna shown in Fig. 8 will also be introduced at the conference. 
